
6 класс. Текущий тест 2. Лексика, грамматика  Задание 1 

1. Choose the right variant 

1. Thank you! I (have read/have been reading) your book and you can have it 

back. 

2. Nelly, how long (have you read/have you been reading) “Robin Hood”? 

3. My elder sister (has cooked/has been cooking) the pie since 10 and it is not 

ready yet. 

4. I (have already made/have already been making) the pie. Have you set the 

table, dear? 

5. I (had worked/ had been working) in the garden since morning.  

6. I (have just made/ have just been making) two flowerbeds. 

7. Oh, look! She (has drunk/has been drinking) the whole bottle of milk. 

8. Jack and John  (have played/ have been playing) tennis for an hour and a 

half. 

9. They (have broken/have been breaking) two plates. 

 

2. Put the necessary pronoun (вписать) 

1. She gave me her phone number and I gave her...  

2. They gave you  .... car . 

3. She showed me ... greenhouse. 

4. He ruined my sandcastle and I destroy .. 

5.  Put the necessary reflexive pronoun 

6. She felt so unhappy that she threw .... on the bed and cried. 

7. Look at ... in the mirror: your face is all dirty.  

8. Children, you must put away toys ... 

9. It was a wonderful day and we really enjoyed... 

 

3. Choose the right variant  

1. This name should ….  

a. be included b. included c. to be included 

2. Potatoes …. in many countries.  

a. is grown b. are grow c. are grown  

3. English …. all over the world.  

a. is speak b. is spoke c. is spoken 

4. Usually the books ….. to the children by their parents. 

 a. were read b. are read c. read 

5. Animals ….. in cages.  

a. Are keep b. is kept  c. are kept 

 

 


